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4.3 ROBOSCHOOL

We then experimented with the more difficult, high-dimensional continuous domain environment of
Roboschool: RoboschoolHumanoidFlagrunHarder-v1. The purpose of this task is to allow the agent
to run towards a flag whose position varies randomly over time. It is left to fall and is continuously
bombarded by white cubes that push it out of its path.
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Figure 4: Comparison of our method with PPO-Clip on the more challenging Roboschool environ-
ment (108 timesteps, 6 different seeds). Red is our method PPO+Vex. Line: average performance.
Shaded area: standard deviation.

In Fig. 4a, the same fully-connected network as for the MuJoCo experiments (2 hidden layers each
with 64 neurons) is used. In Fig. 4b, the network is composed of 3 hidden layers with 512, 256
and 128 neurons. We trained those agents with 32 parallel actors. In both experiments, our method
performs better and faster at the beginning. Then, when the policy and value functions benefit from a
larger network, the gap closes, and our contribution does as well as its baseline. When resources are
limited parameter-wise, it seems natural that filtering out samples based on their predicted training
impact allows to remove noise from the gradient update and accelerate learning.

Finally, we investigated further and conducted the same experiment as with the larger network (3
hidden layers with 512, 256 and 128 neurons), but with 128 actors in parallel instead of 32. The
total number of timesteps is unchanged and is still equal to 100M. Results are reported in Fig. 4c:
our method is still faster and achieves better performance than the baseline.

4.4 VARIANCE EXPLAINED Vex: CASE STUDY

While studying HalfCheetah-v2, we observed that for a number of seeds, PPO was converging to a
local minimum forcing the agent to move forward on its back. This is a well-known behavior (Lapan,
2018). However, we observed that our method made it possible to leave from, or at least to avoid
these local minima. Those particular deterministic environments can be generated reproducibly with
specific seeds. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where we can look at still frames of two agents trained for
106 timesteps on identically seeded environments.

Figure 5: Example of a deterministic environment where PPO converges towards a local minimum
(top row) while our method does not (bottom row).

The behavior is entirely different for the agent trained with PPO and the agent trained with PPO
combined with our method denoising the policy gradient updates. If we look at the explained vari-
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